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Europe is earthquake-prone. Red color is for high
accelerations...Sometimes for disasters…
See Romania and Italy…

Disasters are going on…




Amatrice, August 24, 2016 Earthquake
– Magnitude Mw 6.2
– Depth 4 km
– 296 deaths (11 from Romania)
– 388 injured
– 2.500 evacuated
Climate disasters are going on…
– Hurricane Matthew…Carribean, USA, October 2016



+10 deaths in USA
insured losses forecast - 25 billion USD….???
– cut to be around $6 billion USD in insured losses on residential and
commercial properties.

– Haiti + 877 deaths, South of Haiti 90% razed


Haiti Earthquake 2010 – greatest disaster

– What to do in Haiti first ?
– Shelter, water, food, health ?? … (? Insurance ?)

Amatrice before and after earthquake

Amatrice – old stone houses have been
added extra top story, step by step

Amatrice – General disaster, but some buildings resisted

2016 – Earthquake motion (Data of RELUIS-INGV)
 Some

200 de accelerographic
records
 Maximum Acceleration PGA
– 425 cm/s/s Amatrice EV
– 183 cm/s/s Amatrice NS
– 194 cm/s/s Amatrice vertical

– High accelerations at Norcia
 Current

zoning maps are confirmed,
but local adjustments will be studied

Amatrice area 2016 – The motion was more
that code spectra for 475 years return period

Italy’s Seismic
Zoning Map (2010)

Insurance experience of Italy









Italy is known for lack of offer on earthquake
insurance, tough clauses and higher cost, when
insurance is available
Only 2 percent of the economic loss from a 2009
earthquake in Italy’s LAquila, Abruzzo region was
insured.
Earthquakes of 2012 reached a maximum in insured
losses of Italy.
Until recently, in Italy it was the Government to pay
for reconstruction of houses after disasters
The Decree-Law of May 17, 2012 this duty was
cancelled

INSURANCE for Italy, August 24, 2016 Earthquake
www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/








Amatrice earthquake cost Italy from $1 billion to $11 billion in
economy-related losses.
the insurance bill will be a lot lower.
The level of property and casualty cover taken out by Italians is
among the lowest of the industrialized countries.
Assicurazioni Generali SpA, Italy’s largest insurer, and
Germany’s Allianz SE said they expect claims to be limited
because most of the homes in the largely residential areas were
not covered for earthquakes.
In 2014, insurance as a proportion of gross domestic product in
the country was 1.9 percent (data compiled by Swiss Re AG).
We know 3.3 percent in France, 3.4 percent in Germany and 8.1
percent in the Netherlands (separate data from
PricewaterhouseCoopers)

Should we fear for both earthquakes and
climate disasters at once ?







The phenomenon of “ Lithosphere-AtmosphereIonosphere-Magnetosphere Coupling” is studied
Cloud s corelation with earthquakes is studied
Satellites make surface detection and photos of all areas,
infrared and magnetic measurements,
There are temperature increases in some areas
where earthquakes occur !!!
– Hot Summer…big earthquake ????



Research is not very convincing and statistically proven



Papers about this cases were published in
July-August 2016

L´Aquila Earthquake (2009)
 06.04.2009

 Time

3:33 AM
 Depth 10-12 km
 Magnitude ML=5,8 sau MW = 6,3
(INGV);
 309 deaths (20 children)
 1500 injured
 50 % of buildings damaged
 35.000 evacuated

L´Aquila trial 2009-2015












Before the quake, a local technician measured some Radon
emissions
He warned population to evacuate, at March 24 and March 29,
because Radon will indicate an earthquake.
People became very alarmed, so on March 29, 2009, Civil Protection
held a meeting in L΄Aquila with many scientists
But before meeting, an official of Civil Protection spoke to the press
and gave assurance that earthquake will not come
The Scientists of the meeting did not accept that prediction but also
did not say about to be or not an earthquake soon.
Earthquake occurred in the night of April 6, 2009.
After disaster, some scientists were accused that did not accepted
the Radon prediction and gave “false assurance to the people”, all
being guilty of manslaughter.
After first trial they were convicted in 2012, at 6 years each, but in
2014, in appeal they were cleared.
Only one official of Civil Protection was convicted, as he spoke
without being authorized, before meeting, and gave assurance.
WE SEE THAT PEOPLE HAVE A LOT OF EXPECTATIONS FROM
SCIENTISTS, TO PREDICT ALL NATURAL PHENOMENA !!!
 BUT HOW FAST IS THE SCIENCE GOING ON ???

WHAT THE SCIENCE IS DOING ?
Science is going on…
The satellite data of L’Aquila 2009 is still studied, as well
as other earthquakes of the last 10 years

L´Aquila : Variation of soil temperature from 28.03 to
1.04.2009, in comparison with the same period of 2006
(after L. Wu et al, 2016)

Can cloud formations predict earthquakes?
A number of 3 cloud predictions for Italy and Iran.
Guangmeng and Jie (2013)
April 20, 2012 – Clouds were evaluated to indicate ? M 6 earthquake in
Italy - somewhere.
It was in May, 20, 2012 in Emilia Romagna, Italy !

Scientists are pro and contra cloud prediction…






September 11, 2014
– A paper is for discussion in Natural Hazards and Earth System
Sciences titled On a report that the 2012 M = 6.0 earthquake in Italy
was predicted after seeing an unusual cloud formation.
27 May 2015
– On a report that the 2012 M 6.0 earthquake in Italy was predicted
after seeing an unusual cloud formationJ. N. Thomas, F. Masci,
and J. J. Love, USA and INGV (Italy)
– http://www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/15/1061/2015/nhess-15-10612015.html
Thomas et al, 2015
– Abstract. Several recently published reports have suggested that
semi-stationary linear-cloud formations might be causally
precursory to earthquakes.
– We examine the report of Guangmeng and Jie (2013), who claim to
have predicted the 2012 M 6.0 earthquake in the Po Valley of
northern Italy after seeing a satellite photograph (a digital image)
showing a linear-cloud formation over the eastern Apennine
Mountains of central Italy.
– From inspection of 4 years of satellite images we find numerous
examples of linear-cloud formations over Italy.

Europe’s geostationary satellite image of April 22, 2012.
Guangmeng and Jie (2013)

Clouds: Debate is open and issues not conclusive
Thomas et al (2015):
– A simple test shows no obvious statistical relationship between
the occurrence of these cloud formations and earthquakes that
occurred in and around Italy.
– All of the linear-cloud formations we have identified in satellite
images, including that which Guangmeng and Jie (2013) claim to
have used to predict the 2012 earthquake, appear to be
orographic – formed by the interaction of moisture-laden wind
flowing over mountains.
– Guangmeng and Jie (2013) have not clearly stated how linearcloud formations can be used to predict the size, location, and
time of an earthquake, and they have not published an account
of all of their predictions (including any unsuccessful
predictions).
We are skeptical of the validity of the claim by Guangmeng and Jie
(2013) that they have managed to predict any earthquakes.


Citation: Thomas, J. N., Masci, F., and Love, J. J.: On a report that the
2012 M 6.0 earthquake in Italy was predicted after seeing an unusual cloud
formation, Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 15, 1061-1068, doi:10.5194/nhess-151061-2015, 2015.

Architectural vs. structural constraints in urban

What scientist do in Romania ? Romania is exposed to Vrancea
multi-hazard safety assessment
source and crustal earthquakes. Map of epicenters from 984 to
2013
(data
Black
dots
are
intermediate
foci of Vrancea
E. S.
Georgescu,
C. O.from
Gociman,NIEP).
I. G. Craifaleanu,
T. C:
Florescu,
M. S.
Georgescu, C. I. Moscu

September 24, 2016, 2:11:20 Earthquake,
Vrancea, Romania


M L 5.3 (M revised to Mw 5.7)



Depth 91.6 km
Two aftershocks of 2.7 and 3.1












(www.infp.ro.).

The „URBAN-INCERC” National Strong Motion
Network has 57 stations, out of which 32 with real time
transmission by STS (www.incd.ro)
24 stations recorded this event
Very interesting data
Each earthquake, small or big, is a new lesson !

VRANCEA EARTHQUAKE, 24.09.2016
Accelerations map – URBAN-INCERC Seismic Strong Motion
Network
Partial data in South-East. Iasi has the highest acceleration !
Next is Onesti

What to dream for future ?
To have predictive correlations of meteo (ANM) maps
and maps of future (?) earthquakes (NIEP, URBAN-INCERC) ?
Mid-term, short-term ? And what shall we do ? Where to escape ?



Example: ANM Map of average temperature in September 2016…
Where and in what day to see an earthquake predictor anomaly ?

CONCLUSIONS















Earth Planet is a system with a complex making and life
Science is based on data and researchers provide new data
Science may provide data for better protection against disasters
Climate, climate changes and earthquakes may prove to be in some
correlation, sometime, in some places
In other cases they struck separately – Haiti 2010, 2016
Can global climate changes temperatures influence be separated of local
earth emissions before strong earthquakes ?
Society must pay attention and money for research of earth sciences
data and atmospheric data too
Correlations shall be scientifically proven – to be valid in predictions

Before having short-term predictions, people must INSURE against
natural and man-made hazards
Insurance must take into account all possible hazards and new scientific
data
Multi-hazard insurance schemes can be beneficial for all !
The PAID insurance in Romania must be more promoted and people
informed.



THANK YOU, ICAR 2016 !
– THANK YOU, MEDIA X PRIMM !

